We investigate the problem of sparse target detection from widely distributed multistatic Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar systems (using chirp modulation). Unlike previous strategies (e.g., developed for FMCW or distributed multistatic radars), we propose a generic framework that scales well in terms of computational complexity for high-resolution space-velocity grid. Our approach assumes that (i) the target signal is sparse in a discrete space-velocity domain, hence allowing for non-static target detection, and (ii) the resulting multiple baseband radar signals share a common support. By simplifying the representation of the FMCW radar signals, we propose a versatile scheme balancing complexity and detection accuracy. In particular, we design a low-complexity, factorized alternative for the Matching Pursuit algorithm leveraging this simplified model, as well as an iterative methodology to compensate for the errors caused by the model simplifications. Extensive Monte-Carlo simulations of a K-band radar system show that our method achieves a fast estimation of moving target's parameters on dense grids, with controllable accuracy, and reaching state-of-the-art performances compared to previous sparsity-driven approaches.
Introduction
Monostatic and bistatic radars with a single transmitter (TX) and a single receiver (RX) only offer the possibility of locating the targets on ellipses and estimating a single component of their velocities. While the addition of antennas to form co-located Multiple Input/Multiple Output (MIMO) radars only enables the estimation of the targets' location vectors, multistatic radars with widely separated TX and RX nodes studied in this paper provide a complete estimation of all target parameters (location and velocity vectors). Moreover, multistatic radars provide spatial diversity by viewing targets from different angles, thereby enhancing the robustness of estimation [1, 2, 3] and helping target tracking [4] , and recognition [5] .
The target detection using radars can be formalized as the reconstruction of a sparse vector [6] , i.e., with only a few non-zero elements. The support of this vector provides a profile of the targets' locations and velocities. This assumes that the sampled received signal can be decomposed with a few coefficients in a radar sensing matrix (typically a Fourier matrix for FMCW), forming a dictionary of waveforms [7, 8] . Such modeling is instrumental for the application of compressed sensing techniques to radar systems [9, 10] , and for super resolution radars [11, 12] . Recent contributions on multistatic radars also formalized the target detection as the reconstruction of sparse signals [13] . Unlike co-located MIMO systems, multistatic radars do not enable phase-coherent combinations of their signals. While we could treat each received signal independently to obtain estimates of distances and radial speeds, and subsequently combine them (thanks to, e.g., triangulation [14] or trilateration [15] ), this paper investigates the joint (across the received signals) modeling and estimation of the target parameters. This leads to a multiple joint reconstruction problem, coupled by a common sparsity pattern [16] , therefore removes the need of an association step of multiple targets across the radars.
In [13, 17, 18] , an adaptation of the Matching Pursuit (MP) [19] , the Block Matching Pursuit (BMP) suggested by Eldar in [20] , is GM and LJ are funded by the Belgian FNRS. used to exploit the inherent block sparsity of the received signals resulting from the unique sparsity pattern their share. In this context, the 4-D space-velocity domain is sampled into L possible states. However, the value of L can be tremendously large, even at the minimum sampling rate required to fully exploit the potential of the radars. For Pulse Doppler radars (PDRs), properties of the dictionary have been exploited to derive lower complexity strategies in order to overcome this issue [21] .
The low power continuously emitted by FMCW radars makes them more suited for short range applications [22] , such as the automotive world [23, 24, 25] . However, established dictionaries for FMCW multistatic radars only considered delay estimation in RXs; In other words, only the target localization is considered without velocity estimation [16] . The first purpose of this paper is therefore to extend this contribution by including the velocity of the targets. Our complete definition of the dictionaries enables us to derive lower complexity algorithms in a factorized fashion. To achieve this goal, we apply relevant simplifications to the complete signals model. Next, a careful analysis of the model mismatches due to the simplifications enable us to provide a bound on the estimation errors of the low complexity algorithm we derived. We then introduce an enhanced algorithm providing an iterative improvement of the target parameters' estimation, rectifying these errors while preserving the low algorithmic complexity order. The algorithms we introduce are evaluated via extensive Monte-Carlo simulations. Notations and Conventions: Matrices and vectors are denoted by bold symbols, [A]n or An is the n-th column of a matrix A, j = √ −1, and c is the speed of light. The scalar product between the vectors a and b reads a, b . The transpose and conjugate transpose of a matrix A are A and A H , respectively. The modulo operator is mod, is the convolution operator, [N ] := {1, · · · , N }, and CN 0, σ 2 is the centered complex normal distribution of variance σ 2 .
System and signal description
From any multistatic radar system, we acquire Q distinct signals, regardless of the practical implementation. Each received signal originates from a bistatic pair of nodes, described by a TX-RX pair such that RX receives, converts adequately into baseband equivalent, and samples the echo resulting from the signal transmitted by TX and reflected by the targets. For instance, a time division multiplexing between transmitters using a shared frequency band can achieve up to Q = NT × NR, if composed of NT TX nodes and NR RX nodes. A FMCW radar transmits a signal whose waveform is described by
where fc(t) is the instantaneous carrier frequency at instant t. For the chirp modulated radars studied here,
where f0 is the lower frequency, B is the bandwidth of the transmitted signal and T is the ramp duration. a) Complete radar Model: We model a target as a point scatterer moving in a 2-D plane. Given K targets located in X := {xk} K 1 and moving with constant velocities V := {vk} K 1 , the transmission of the q-th signal (q ∈ [Q]) acquired from one of the Q bistatic antenna pairs follows the following channel model between the transmitted signal s q T (t) and the received signal s q
is an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), α q k are the scattering coefficients which model the effects occurring in the wave reflection process, including the unknown Radar Cross Sections (RCS). For the sake of simplicity, we neglect in our model the effect of clutter and direct cross talk between TXs and RXs antennas. Their study is postponed to a future work. For all q ∈ [Q], τ q (t) is a Delay-Doppler term associated to the q-th bistatic pair and defined by
where r q (x) is the bistatic range and v q (x, v) is the bistatic speed of the q-th bistatic pair, respectively described by
where x q t and x q r , are the respective locations of the TX and RX nodes of the q-th bistatic pair. After a coherent demodulation with the carrier fc(t) of the received signals in (3), in which we insert (2) and (1), we get the baseband signal equivalent
where e q ε (t) is the baseband equivalent of ε(t). The signal is sampled at rate Ts with Ms samples acquired per ramp, such that T = MsTs, Mr ramps are acquired. If ms ∈ [Ms] is the index of the sample inside a ramp and mr ∈ [Mr] is the index of the ramp, the sampled received signal for the q-th bistatic pair reads
From (4) and (7), y q can be decomposed as
with (i) the inner signal ψ q x,v [ms] only depending on the ramp internal index ms and such that
and (iii) the coupling signal θ q x,v [ms, mr], combining both ms and mr in
Note that we have arbitrarily gathered in ψ q x,v [ms] the factors independent of both ms and mr. b) Joint-sparse model of radar measurements: We define a joint acquisition model where all bistatic pairs simultaneously observe a common scene composed of a few moving targets. We assume them to be localized on a given (separable) space-velocity grid with no more than one target per grid cell, i.e., X ⊂ Ωx := {ω x n } Nx n=1 and V ⊂ Ωv := {ω v n } Nv n=1 , for some location grid Ωx ⊂ R 2 and velocity grid Ωv ⊂ R 2 made of Nx locations and Nv velocities, respectively. We postpone to a future study the more involved case of off-grid targets, as studied in [26] for MIMO radars. From this assumption, (8) can be recast for each q ∈ [Q] as the decomposition of y q := (y q [1, 1] , · · · , y q [Ms, Mr]) in the dictionary D q of the q-th bistatic pair, where
This dictionary is composed of the NxNv atoms defined by
where d q n,ṅ is the q-th dictionary's atom corresponding to the n-th location andṅ-th velocity (with n ∈ [Nx] andṅ ∈ [Nv],).
We can, then, turn (8) into the model
where ε q is the AWGN of the q-th received signal. The K-sparse target vector s q := (s q [1, 1] , · · · , s q [Nx, Nv]) is defined from
The Q vectors {s q } Q q=1 thus share a common support, i.e., supp s q = S for all q ∈ [Q], with S ⊂ [NxNv] and |S| ≤ K. c) Simplified radar model: While the structure of the dictionaries in (13) is rather intricate, a simplified joint sparse model can be derived from a few simplifications made on the signals and system properties: (S1) the transmitted signal is narrowband, i.e., B f0;
, we have τ q k < Ts such that the echo of transmitted a ramp is acquired when its TX is still emitting the same ramp, hence r q (xk) < cTs; (S3) Ωv is chosen unambiguously, such that the sampling frequency 1/T between ramps which samples φ q x,v [mr] fulfills the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem.
These three simplifications lead to the conclusion that the coupling signal in (12) respects θx,v[ms, mr]
1. Moreover, (S3) ensures that the velocity has small impact on the inner signal and
In practice this approximation amounts to neglecting the Doppler effect within each ramp and thus only considering it between the consecutive ramps. It is equivalent in the context of (8) 
This simplification is known to generate distorsions, as studied in [27, 28, 29] , but often enables the use of 2D-Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT) for monostatic FMCW radars. However, the shared grids used to establish the joint model of the multistatic radar signals preclude the use of 2D-DFT. Still, the simplification in (15) enables an analog factorization of the model.
Together, these simplifications bring this simplified multistatic radar model: In this setting, the matrix form of (16) is "factorized" as
Note that, from (14), S q has no more than K non-zero rows and columns. Therefore, from (17b), the matrices P q have less than K non-zero columns, i.e., they are row-sparse.
Signal recovery algorithms
The field of computational harmonic analysis provides many algorithms to sparsely decompose a signal in a given dictionary, e.g., Basis Pursuit (BP) [30] , Matching Pursuit (MP) [19] , and MP improvements such as Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) [31, 32] . To take advantage of the shared sparsity pattern of the vectors s q , q ∈ [Q] in (13), we can use the Block Matching Pursuit (BMP) [20] that is well suited for multistatic radar applications (see below). As BMP is not adapted to dense grids [21] , we introduce the Factorized Block Matching Pursuit (FBMP), suited for partially factorized models such as (16) , an the Iterative-FBMP (IFBMP) that iteratively corrects the errors committed by FBMP.
Algorithm 1: BMP for multistatic radars
a) Block Matching Pursuit: Alg. 1 directly formulates BMP to the joint multistatic radars model (8) . BMP proceeds by jointly processing the Q bistatic TX-RX pairs: at each iteration, BMP first selects in (18) the indices {n * ,ṅ * } corresponding to the atoms collaboratively maximizing their correlation with the Q residuals r q,(k) (each set to y q at k = 0), stores these correlations inŝ q , and finally updates these residuals by removing the contribution of the selected atoms. The computational complexity of BMP is dominated by (18) as this step requires us to compute the contributions of all location-velocity indices to pick the largest one. Overall, the complexity scales like O(KQMrMsNxNv) at each iteration, which becomes quickly unaffordable for dense grids Ωx and Ωv. b) Factorized BMP: We propose a new algorithm, the Factorized Block Matching Pursuit (FBMP), which reduces the complexity of BMP by leveraging the factorized model (17), i.e., by replacing (18) in Alg. 1 by an approximate method. Writing ψ q n (and φ q n,ṅ ) for the n-th (resp.ṅ-th) column of Ψ q (resp. Φ q n ), and given the residuals R q,(k) = (r q,(k) 1 , · · · , r q,(k)
, we perform at each FBMP iteration the following two-step procedure. First, inspired from (17a), the location index n * is computed from the inner dictionaries Ψ q , independently ofṅ * , in other words n * is the location index of the inner atoms collaboratively maximizing their "intra-ramp" correlation with all the residuals, n * is computed by
Next, by considering (17b), we findṅ * from the outer dictionaries Φ q n * defined on n * for each q ∈ [Q]:ṅ * is the velocity index corresponding to the outer atoms localized on n * that collaboratively maximize their correlation with p q n * ,
with p q n * := ( ψ q n * , r q,(k) 1 , · · · , ψ q n * , r q,(k) Mr
) . The computational complexity of this two-step procedure reduces to O(KQ(MrMsNx + MsNv)), which is lower than for (18) in BMP for dense grids. However, FBMP suffers from the model mismatches induced by the simplifications introduced in Sec. 2, resulting in a wrong estimation of the targets' locations.
In fact, in noiseless condition, neglecting the influence of the coupling signals, and in the context of a single target (K = 1) with parameters (x, v) where v is known (in an oracle context), the target location would be more accurately estimated by (19) if the atoms of the inner dictionaries Ψ q v such that (Ψ q v )m s ,n := ψωx n ,v [ms] were used instead of the atoms ψ q n of Ψ q = Ψ q 0 . However, Thm. 1 shows that if Ωv respects a Shannon-Nyquist criterion, and if the TX and RX nodes are located sufficiently far of the location grid, then for any q ∈ [Q] and x ∈ Ωx, the atom associated with the location x in the dictionary Ψ q v tends to be proportional to the atom associated to a locationx shifted in the direction of v in the dictionary Ψ q (assumingx is still in Ωx). Hence, for a sufficiently dense location grid, the dictionaries Ψ q , q ∈ [Q] approximate the dictionaries Ψ q v , q ∈ [Q] with the atoms' indices shifted in a manner that depends on v (see also Sec. 4). 
then, there exist a function A q (x, v) ∈ C with |A q (x, v)| = 1, independent of ms, such that, for all ms ∈ [Ms] and q ∈ [Q],
wherex
. Because we always have |A q (x, v)| = 1 the above reasoning implies that, for a highly dense location grid, FBMP tends to estimatex = ω x n =x instead of x. Moreover, the bound on the estimation error x − x ∞ provided by Thm. 1 asserts that, for a sufficiently large value of λ, the estimated locationx is close to the exact target's location x compared to the distance between the target and the TX and RX nodes. This implies that the scalar product in (6) , and hence the chosen outer dictionaries for the velocity estimation, Φ q n , q ∈ [Q], are only poorly affected by the location estimation error. Therefore,v = ω v n * is also close to the exact target's velocity v when compared to the initial arbitrary guessv = 0. c) Iterative FBMP (IFBMP): We can compensate the errors caused by the model mismatch committed by FBMP by iteratively improving the space-velocity indices of each selected atom, and this with only a slight increase in computational complexity.
IFBMP is similar to FBMP except that at the k-th iteration, the selection step is replaced by Nit successive improvements of the atom space-velocity parameters according to a sequence of indices {(n i ,ṅ i ) : 0 ≤ i ≤ Nit}. A similar strategy was proposed in [33] to improve MP in the selection of atoms in a dictionary made of Gaussian chirps.
Following the notations introduced for FBMP, at initialization, (n 0 ,ṅ 0 ) are found from (19) and (20) . Next, for i ≥ 1, the i-th space-velocity improvement (n i ,ṅ i ) is obtained from
with p q i := ( ψ q n i ,ṅ i−1 , r q,(k) 1
, · · · , ψ q n i ,ṅ MsNv) ). The improvement brought by IFBMP over FBMP, as well as its convergence, strongly depends on the location of the TX and RX antennas and the geometry of the grids Ωx and Ωv; their optimization is postponed to a future study.
Monte-Carlo evaluation
The three algorithms BMP, FBMP and IFBMP share the three last steps of Alg. 1 but differ in the computation of {n * ,ṅ * } at each iteration. Because BMP uses the complete exact model, we expect it to exhibit the best performance with accurate reconstruction in noiseless condition if K = 1. Both FBMP and IFBMP provide approximate estimations of {n * ,ṅ * } but they shorten the computing time. The first of the simulation highlights the estimation errors of FBMP caused by the model mismatch and the correction brought by IFBMP. They are therefore performed with K = 1 in noiseless conditions. We also assumed α q k i.i.d.
. a) Simulated radar System: The location of the antennas and the grids' properties are parameters that can be optimized according to different criterion [34, 35] but are arbitrarily chosen in this work. We simulated a multistatic FMCW radar system composed of 2 TX nodes located in x Av.
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Error K=3 (c) 2B with its bottom left corner in x = (5, −5), which matches the more general formulation of the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem with the frequency band non-centered in 0, fulfilled by the sufficient
. The default sampling of these square grids are respectively Ms × Ms and Mr × Mr, thus Nx = M 2 s and Nv = M 2 r . b) Algorithms Evaluation: To evaluate estimation errors caused by the mismatch and validate the lower computational cost promised by our algorithms, we swept the value of the grid resolution ξ = √ Nx = √ Nv. For each grid resolution, we simulated 20,000 times a target randomly selected on the current grid, and estimated its parameters using BMP and (I)FBMP. Fig. 1(a) confirms that the average computation times to compute {n * ,ṅ * } fit the complexities O(ξ 2 ) and O(ξ 4 ) respectively expected for, (I)FBMP and BMP. Fig. 1(b) confirms that, in noiseless condition BMP makes no estimation error, while the miss rate of FBMPthe rate of wrong cell selection in the grids -grows toward almost 100% when the grid gets very dense because of the shift described in Thm. 1, which is more often accounted for with dense grids. The average location estimation error grows from 0% to 2.5% when ξ ≤ 16, then remains constant when ξ > 16. In short, lowdensity grids lead to few but large errors while high-density grids lead to small but systematic errors. The zoomed figure (Fig. 1(b) ) shows that the location errors of FBMP are almost completely compensated for within a very small number of iterations with IF-BMP. An example of detection of a target in x = (8.5, −1.7) and v = (6, 6) using two iterations of IFBMP is provided in Fig. 1(d) . The robustness against noise is evaluated from an operating point set to ξ = 16. Figure 1 
IFBMP exhibits a lower robustness against noise than BMP as a result of the non-coherent summation performed in (19) . Moreover, when K > 1, IFBMP goes toward a higher error value than BMP when the SNR goes to infinity. The main effect occurring here is the detection of ghost targets [36] .
In a nutshell, our simulations confirm that IFBMP, that we proposed as an alternative to BMP, provides the same quality of target parameters estimations as BMP in noiseless condition if K = 1 while being faster and practical for dense grids. Yet, its smaller complexity comes at the price of a lower robustness against noise.
Conclusions and perspectives
While algorithms for sparse signals reconstruction have gained in popularity in target detection with multistatic radars, the proposed adaptations such as the Block Matching Pursuit are computationally not scalable. We have shown how an explicit formulation of the dictionaries obtained from FMCW chirp-modulated signals enable simplifications and methods for dramatically reducing this complexity with limited losses of precision, as shown by Thm 1. The comparison of BMP with (I)FBMP we introduced confirmed the lower computational cost of our methods and showed that the precision losses are compensated while keeping identical computational complexity when using IFBMP. Therefore, this work is expected to allow affordable use of sparse reconstruction for FMCW multistatic radars and further lead to the design of multistatic FMCW compressive radars. Yet, the overall geometry of both the radar system and the grids provide degrees of freedom to be optimized with the help of the derivation of theoretical bounds such as Cramer-Rao bounds or Ziv-Zakai bounds.
